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    Surrey Association of Woodturners                   
 

     
 

 

   Newsletter November 2017  
    Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey 
 
 

 

New Members 

Welcome back   Mr. Chris Cox         Member No. 613 
Welcome to       Mr. Matt Petch           Member No. 754 

Welcome to       Mr. Francois Greeff   Member No.755 

 
PAID UP MEMBERSHIPS for 2017 are 150  
(As of going to press) 

 

Items for the Diary 
 

8th December Christmas Special Practical Night 

12th January 2017 Club Night Annual General Meeting 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

TOP TIP’s and articles 
If you have a tip or article to share 
please email it to Colin Spain at the 
address shown in contacts at back 
of this newsletter. 
If a tip keep it short, and if we are 
happy with it, I will include it in one 
of the newsletters. 

Joining the Committee 
There is a nomination form under the AGM agenda. If you wish to nominate someone to 
join the committee please check that they are happy to stand, get a seconder and send the 
information to Jennie by December 31st. The current committee are all prepared to stand 
for another year but we can always squeeze in another member and it is always good to 
have new people with new ideas. 

 

IT’S A WIN, WIN OPPORTUNITY. 
 

SAW 100 Club 2018 
 

Since its establishment in 2014 the SAW 100 Club has paid out nearly £1400 in prize 
money and raised a similar amount to help the Club’s funds, becoming both a rewarding 
and beneficial way of supporting the clubs activities. 
 

The Xmas Draw will see a total prize fund of £146.70 with first out of the hat getting a 
cheque for £88.02. A very nice early Xmas present. 
 

The final draw will be made at the AGM in January, when enrolment into the 2018 100 Club 
will commence. 
 

Now, however, is the time to start getting ready for 2018 and application forms and Rules 
will be available at both the December and AGM Meetings, as well as from the SAW 
website. (http://www.sawoodturners.org/handbook/100%20Club%20Rules%20V1.pdf). 
 

I look forward to welcoming existing and new supporters to the SAW 100 Club.  
 

Best wishes to all for a Happy Xmas and Prosperous New Year 
 

David Stratton 

Treasurer 

 

 

http://www.sawoodturners.org/handbook/100%20Club%20Rules%20V1.pdf
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John’s Jottings    November  
 
  We have had two very good demonstrations on club evening. For November Colwin Way 
gave us a masterclass on the use of a skew and in October Mike Spaven stood in at short 
notice for Eddie Morgan for the club turner slot as Eddie was sadly indisposed. 
 
  The last two months have been very busy for the club with outside events. We have had the 
last weekend at Rural life for this year, also at Dapdune Wharf. There was a welcome return to 
Princes Mead with members reporting good sales for a change. We also attended Axminster 
tools again where sales were not quite so strong. 
 
 Tony Wellbeloved and I attended the Southern Fellowship of Woodworkers Open Day at 
Odiham. This was the second SFW Open Day the club has attended and I would expect that 
this year footfall probably doubled so next time the walls will have to be pushed out a bit. It 
was good to see a good turnout of SAW members going along to support the event. Tony and 
I did not manage a lot of turning as we had a fairly constant stream of enquiries regarding 
wood turning and how to get started, and what tools to buy, where to learn etc. Fortunately 
Jason Breech was representing Axminster tools that day so we had a ready answer to most 
queries. It was a good day; spoke to lots of potential woodturners, well done Southern 
Fellowship. 
 
   Now we come to Open Day. Firstly congratulations to the organising sub-committee for 
putting on another fine show. It was a great shame that Robert was flat on his back in bed on 
the day. I hope that the new injections have worked. David Stratton had a very harassed 
morning as we could not get in touch with anyone from the centre to open up the rooms where 
the store cupboards are, nor could we use the rear car park. Having got there at 7AM, it was 
after 9AM that we got access to the lathe and our other kit. 
       Claire, Jennie and Mike rose to the occasion and got the competition room sorted 
although we need more tables than the Centre seem to possess, I expect in public use halls 
like Mytchett  Centre tables get damaged and thrown out but not replaced until they need 10 
or 12 new ones.  I have not heard of any comments from our traders to know how they got on. 
   
    Les Thorne was turning in front of a pretty full house whenever I looked in, so the idea of 
one main demonstrator is working.  Simon also had some very attentive turners for his thread 
cutting demos. If you have bought one, would you like to bring it to a practical evening to do a 
demo, please? 
 
If any member has any constructive comments about the Open Day please have a word with 
me, David, Jennie, Mike or Robert.  We do not have a monopoly on new ideas, if you have 
seen something elsewhere that you think might work, share it with the rest of us. 
  
John Sherwood 
 

A few comments received about Open day: 
 
Jennie spoke to Les Thorn” who thought it was a great show and from his point of view, the 
best one yet. He truly hopes we can keep it going.” 
Simon Hope made a special effort to be with us as he had done the Exeter show for the 
previous 2 days. However he said he enjoys our show and wouldn't want to miss it. 
Oliver's seemed happy with the day and I am sure they will come again if asked and with more 
stuff. Isobel from Proops was genuinely sad to miss it. 
Lynn from Jo Sonja’s had a great day. It was perfect having her in the same room and, for me; 
it was good to be able to concentrate on decorating while still being able to talk through the 
skills of turning a thin bowl using my pre-prepared videos.  
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Top Tip 
Several of our members have bought  
these recently and are very pleased with 
them. Probably only suitable for the smaller 
lathe, the magnetic base will stick to the 
lathe meaning the switch is easy to get at.  
Available from Amazon - Bonlux LED 
Sewing Machine Light 2W 30-LEDs 
Flexible Gooseneck Lamp with Magnetic 
Mounting Base for Sewing Machine 
Working Lighting by Bonlux 
Price £6.99 & Free UK Delivery 

 

 

Our best Day on the Wey yet 
 
September saw a demonstration team from S.A.W. join 
the exhibitors and visitors to this year’s Wey Navigation 
Festival held by the National Trust at their Dapdune wharf 
site in Guildford. 
The day did not start to easily as building works 
approaching the site made access difficult but the site’s 
staff were on hand to control traffic and get us all in. 
Due to expected crowds and the increased number of 
exhibitors, on-site parking was at a premium, 
arrangements had been made with the adjacent Cricket 
Ground to accommodate exhibitor’s vehicles. 
With the acquisition of the large Gazebo earlier in the year 
the S.A.W. team were able to increase their presence 
both in the number of lathes in the Carpenter shed, where 
we had six going virtually continuously, and a much 
enlarged display and sales area directly outside the 
entrance giving a much more visual impact to our 
presence. 
The combined effect worked well, allowing visitors to 
either watch the demos or view the displayed items 
without obstructing each other.  
Fine weather and the promise of the evening promenade 
of the canal boats brought plenty of visitors to the site, 
particularly in the afternoon, and encouraged them to stay 
later, so much so that we were asked to stay longer than 
the original departure time. 
All in all this has got to go down as the best day at this 
site so far and we have already been asked to attend 
again in 2018.  
Sales for the day exceeded £350 from which the Club’s 
10% commission was paid to the Trust. 
Thanks go to day’s team of Mike Spaven, Peter Read, 
John Creasey, Anna Marie, Mike and Max Bennett, Paul 
Raubusch, Colin Rowe and yours truly. 
By David Stratton 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=bl_dp_s_web_0?ie=UTF8&field-keywords=Bonlux&index=kitchen-uk&search-type=ss
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Mike Spaven, (AKA: The Lord of the Rings*) 
October’s Club Night is one of those events that give a club 
member the opportunity to practice his demonstration skills to 
a larger and more knowledgeable audience than most of the 
clubs outside demos. 
The quality of past performers clearly shows the amount of 
time and effort that they give to selecting their topic and 
preparing their demo. Most know when they will be performing 
months ahead of the day, so it is something very special when 
an individual steps in at very short notice to undertake their 
first Club Night. The success of the evening was then very 
much a direct result of Mike Spaven stepping up to the 
challenge for which we all owe him a very big THANK YOU 
and Well Done.   
Mike offered two items for his demo. The first was a Stacking 
Ring Toy the original design came from “Making Toys that 
Teach” by Les Neufeld. The second would involve the 
decorating of the roof of one of his small Bird Box decorations that he first demonstrated in 
part last Christmas.  
As the toy was aimed at young children Mike was anxious to ensure that everyone was aware 
of the potential risks wooden items present and how these risks can be eliminated or reduced. 
First item to consider when making any toy with wood is the risk of Toxicity.  Most of us will be 
aware of the risks posed by certain woods and take the necessary precautions when working 
with them. But when making toys for children toxic woods must be avoided at all costs. 
The next important consideration is the soundness of the timber used. There must be no splits 
or holes, these might create a splinter risk as well as place for germs to hide. 
And finally, the finish. Most food safe finishes will be safe for toy usage but if in any doubt 
check out the internet for more guidance. Or ask Mike. 
The Materials 
Mike’s toy would consist of a base with column, six rings and a ball or, as Mike put it, a Gob 
Stopper on the top. Timbers used from top to bottom were Apple for the ball, Maple, Oak, 
Cherry, Ash, European Walnut, and Beech for the rings, the base was made of Mahogany 
with the column made of Plum. 
With the possible exception of Mahogany, most of the other woods have traditionally been 
used to make children’s toys and food safe utensils. 
However, before you take the plunge check out 
Toxic Woods on the internet to check your selection 
is safe. The finished used by Mike was Steinert 
Woodturners oil finish (Drechsleroel) from Tool Post 
Finished dimensions of the various pieces from the 
bottom. 
Base 115mm diameter 18-20mm thick 
Ring 1  105mm  18 mm 
Ring 2  95mm   18mm 
Ring 3  85mm   18mm 
Ring 4  75mm   18mm 
Ring 5  65mm   18mm 
Ring 6  55mm   18mm 
Ball 45mm 
The column is tapered and the sizes are given later 
in this report.  
The base and all the rings start with a blank of 
timber which can either be reduced to thickness on 
a Thicknesser, if available, or turned to desired 
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thickness as part of the process. 
The blanks, for the base and the rings, are cut into 
squares slightly wider than the final dimensions, the 
centre identified and a circle of the intended external 
edge drawn (see Photo of Base.) In the centre of the 
blank Mike has drilled a hole with a Forstner bit. The 
hole in the base was drilled blind at 32 mm and circa 
16mm deep and will form the mortise for the base of 
the column.  This size was also within the expansion 
grip of the Sorby Pin  Chuck that he would use to hold 
the pieces during the demo.  
As most of the rings will have a central hole smaller 
than 32mm but greater than 25mm (see description of 
column taper later) the rings would better be drilled 
with a 1 inch Forstner and either straight through, if you 

have thicknessed the blank, or 20mm deep if the blank will subsequently be trued to 
thickness. 
The chuck used by Mike’s has a slight lip at the lower end and in order to ensure a parallel fit 
he used a couple of spacers to lift the work away from the chuck face. Just be sure that the 
hole in these spacers is wider than the hole in each blank as well as allowing for the small lip. 
If you do not have one of these Pin Chucks, then alternative holding solutions will need to be 
considered. As part of the later operation involves the use of a button chuck, one alternative 
would be to use a screw chuck and cut the centre holes and base tenon during the Button 
Chuck operation.  
Mike strongly suggested that the corners of the square blanks should be removed either on a 
Bandsaw or by handsaw. He does not recommend cutting the blanks to a circle with a 
bandsaw as this action tends to destroy the outside cutting points causing the blade to wander 
when trying to make straight cuts. Mike emphasized that this wear reduces the life span of the 
blades leading to unnecessary expenditure on replacements. He pointed out that being born in 
Yorkshire he finds the shortening of the life span offends his moral standing (and lightens his 
wallet). 
The Process 
The Base was fitted to the chuck and the edge turned true down to 116mm. A pencil mark was 
made on the outside edge circa 9mm from the head stock edge. A similar mark was made on 
the face of the blank closest to the head stock.  The headstock edge is rounded off to these 
marks, i.e. half a bead. The measurement of 9mm is to make the round edge consistent with 
the outer edge on the rings. Once cut the bead and external edge can be sanded, this will 
effectively remove the 1mm oversize. 
At this stage, if necessary, the bottom face of the Base can be trued up and the piece brought 
down to the desired thickness. 
The next step in completing the base involves mounting the base in a button chuck. Rather 
than keep switching back and forth with between chucks, Mike recommends that you do the 
first stage prep on the base and then do the full beads on all the rings before moving on to the 
Button Chuck operation. 
Indeed, Mike suggested that as this is a toy, and you might want to make more than one, that 
you do all the pieces on batches, bases - stage one, rings - stages 1 and 2 before switching 
the chucks around and finalising the pieces. 
Base stage one complete move on to the Rings. Stage one, each ring is mounted and the 
edged trued to the desired diameter, plus 1mm. The tailstock face can then be trued and the 
thickness brought down to circa 20mm at which point the previously drilled hole should be 
visible, sand to desired finish. A 9mm half bead can then be turned on the edge.  
Stage two, now flip the ring and remount. True the exposed face and bring overall thickness of 
the ring to circa 18mm. The second half of the bead, 9mm radius, is then turned the edge and 
exposed face sanded to desired finish. 
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Repeat operation on remaining five rings. 
The next step is to turn the column. In this example Mike had a piece of Plum, minimum length 
160mm, which had already been rough turned to an oversize round spindle circa 40mm+. This 
activity highlighted the presence of various hole dwelling creatures (No not Hobbits) namely 
woodworm. But the extent of their activities was uncertain. Further turning indicated that their 
activity was quite severe and, therefore, this piece of wood was destined for the fire. 
Trusting that we can all turn a spindle the measurements and process was a follows.  
A 32mm tenon is cut at the Headstock end to match mortise in the base and circa 1mm short 
of that holes depth (15mm). Adjust the tenon to match whichever hole you have drilled. Check 
depth by physical check with base as you get nearer the final size. 
Where the following measurements refer to its base, that is the base of the column ignoring 
the tenon. 
The remaining spindle is turned to create a taper 37mm diameter at its base, Headstock end, 
and 25mm diameter at a point 108mm along its length.  
The top of the column, Tailstock end, should then be rounded over starting at a point 126mm 
from the base. Do not completely part of the work as it will need to be removed and later 
returned to be finished 
Part off and remove from lathe 
Next Stage – Remove chuck and replace with Button chuck. 
Step 1. Mount Base, true up face sand and finish, 
Step 2. Locate column into base. Do Not Glue at this stage. 
The hole in each of the rings is to be turned with a slight chamfer towards the centre. 
The diameter of the central point should be circa 1mm greater than the diameter of the column 
when the rings sit at its correct height from the base. 

Here comes the maths. At the base the diameter of 
the column is 37mm. At the top of the sixth ring the 
diameter of the column is 25mm. There are six rings 
which means that the diameter of the column 
reduces by 2mm between the top and bottom of 
each ring (37 – 25 = 12 divided by 6 = 2). Who says 
my education was waste of money. Therefore, if the 
diameter reduces by 2mm for each ring the midpoint 
will be 1mm less that the starting diameter. If you 
then add back the 1mm clearance allowance the 
diameter at the centre of the ring should be the 
same as the diameter of the column at the base at 
which the ring should rest, or the top of the ring 

below. 
Therefore, the desired central diameter measurements 
should be 
Ring 1 - 37mm, Ring 2 – 35mm, Ring 3 – 33mm, Ring 4 – 
31mm, Ring 5 – 29mm and Ring 6 – 27mm. 
If your column, or rings, does not follow these rules then 
you will need to identify the mid-point of each ring and 
manually measure the diameter and add the clearance. 
Armed with the desired measurements mount each ring in 
turn onto the button chuck. 
 
Mike used one of Les Thorns Round Skews now ground to 
50 degrees included angle 2 by 25 degrees  but other 
options are available. 
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The object of the following stage is to 
create the chamfered edge shown in the 
photo with the narrowest point midway 
between the edges. Be prepared to make 
small cuts and to regularly check each 
side against the column.  
Once satisfied sand and finish each ring 
as desired.  
Change chucks and remount column. 
Sand and finish, part off and finish by 
hand. 
Final piece of the puzzle is the ball that sits 

on top. This was to be turned out of apple and was to be a circa 45mm finished sphere. In the 
base is hole 25mm wide and circa 33mm deep and through the top will be hole minimum 
3mm. This last feature is for safety purposes as it will create an air passage should any infant 
place the unit in their mouth. 
Unfortunately, Mike did not describe the process but here is my best guess. 
Start with a cube of wood circa 50mm. Drill in the centre of the face you deem will be at the 
top of the sphere. Mount on a screw chuck making sure the crew is no longer than 12mm into 
the wood. Bring live centre up to stabilise and true up sides to 46mm. Remove live centre and 
fit Jacobs chuck with 25mm Forstner bit, Drill hole 35mm.  
Mark a line circa 20mm from tailstock end and turn a bead to create bottom half of ball. 
Remove from Screw Chuck. Alternatively have a blank about 55 mm diameter and 100 mm 
long and mount between centres. Cut a small tenon to fit your smallest jaws and fit to the 
chuck. Drill the hole to fit the stub above the smallest ring, cut a template with a 45 mm 
diameter. Using a skew or gouge, finish the piece to 46 mm diameter. Mark a line 20 mm from 
the edge and a second line 22.5 mm from the first line. Using a skew or spindle gouge shape 
the timber to fit the template. Sand to finish or shape. 
Make a Jam Chuck 
Remount ball using jam chuck with live centre for balance. Turn remaining half of ball, Sand 
and finish. Remove from chuck and re-drill screw hole to clean and leave min 3mm hole. 
All that is left is to glue column to base checks all edges clean and finished and find a young 
person to give it to. 
Footnote: A useful tip was suggested by a member in the audience. This was to use a tapered 
mandrill with the sandpaper fixed in place. Mike tried this at home on a new batch of toys. He 
used double sided adhesive tape to fix the sandpaper and gaffer tape at the two ends. When 
using, keep the lathe speed low and light hands in case the sandpaper grabs the ring.  Two 
were made with 120 grit and 180 grit.   
Finally. 
To close, having a little time left Mike showed us one of his tree decoration bird boxes. The 
base is a simple box with a rounded bottom, the roof is a slender pointed affair, similar in 
shape to the lip of a Tagine, which he decorates using a pyrography tool. Having created the 
shape and, under the very watchful eye of Jennie, Mike burned 3 circumference lines which 
he joined with short vertical burns.   
A key element of the display was to emphasise 
safety. The end of a pyrography tool is 
approaching 650degress centigrade and it is 
very possible for the pyrography process to 
create burning embers which, if these fall into 
general woodturning waste, it poses a real 
threat of fire. It is, therefore, of the upmost 
importance that the area below the burn site is 
clear of any combustible material. If you intend, 
or need, to burn the item whilst it is on the lathe 
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then place a piece of board under the object to catch any droppings. Having the board wet 
might not be a bad idea either 
In Summary: 
It is clear from Mike’s various comments that the county of his birth has a massive influence 
on his thrifty behaviour. All of the night’s projects were made from pieces of wood which would 
otherwise be too small to make any significant individual piece but collectively created items 
both of beauty and practical use. 
Overall an excellent demonstration, delivered in a clear and humorous manner with many 
useful and salient tips. Well done Mike 
 
*It must be recorded that “The Lord of The Rings” is a copyrighted title of a series of books by 
JR Tolkien. Any similarities to individuals or activities within this report is entirely coincidental. 
In particular the existence of a tall distinguished, grey haired man who is frugal of nature is 
entirely accidental. Or maybe Tolkien based Gandalf on a Yorkshireman. 
 

Princes Mead 14th October 2017 
 

With the remodelling completed at Princes Mead, SAW was back to its original demonstration 
spot. There were plenty of people to talk to about the turning. Our stewards for the day, Colin 
Spain, Douglas Boud and John Creasey 
kept people informed about the art of 
woodturning and how intriguing items like 
Colin’s arrow through a bottle and oak tree 
are made, not forgetting to mention our 
upcoming open day to everyone. 
A large variety of Items were displayed on 
the tables, which were carefully looked after 
by Pat Goodship and the other stewards,  
 
and many techniques were demonstrated 
throughout the day with our 6 turners making 
a selection of different items. 
 

               
Duncan Clark started by turning a 
mushroom from Wellingtonia fir 
followed by a pot from another 
section of the wood. He later turned 
some Holly slightly off centre to 
make an interesting natural edge 
vase.  
Jim Gaines was making his three-
pointed candle holders from some  
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oak which he finishes with a drill mounted sander then club sanding sealer and finally 
melamine lacquer. 
Rodney Goodship turned an Oak bowl and finished it with club sanding sealer; the bowl had 
originally been rough turned by John Creasey. Rodney also made a Pear from Hazel and an 
Ash Clock as well as making some Christmas Trees.  Max Bennett made a spinning top from 
Sapele that was hollowed out and had a hole in the side of it to make it whistle when it spins, 
these sound somewhat like an aeroplane going overhead when the area is quiet enough to 
hear it. Max finished this with chestnut wood wax 22 followed by 
friction polish. Max was approached by a member of the public who 
liked the handles to his spinning tops but wanted to have something 
similar made for a cake knife.   Mike Bennett was trying out his new 
Crown Revolution hollowing tool which he had just purchased from 
Axminster, to make a hollow vase form.  
I (Anna-Marie Bennett) made a spider from Padauk, filling the grain 
with Chestnut copper gilt cream to give an interesting pattern to my 
little creature. I also used some Beech to start a dog figure.  I believe 
that everyone involved had a great day, I know I did. I would 
encourage other club members to sign up to these events as it is a 
chance to gain people’s interest in SAW and all that it does as a club to 
help develop our turning skills. 
 
By Anna-Marie Bennett 
  
 

 
A few more photo’s from Princes Mead 
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The Colwin Way – November Club Night 
 
November saw the very welcome return of 
Colwin Way to the club, yet again to inspire 
us to embrace Christmas and everything 
Christmassy. At his last visit he 
demonstrated the process in making a 
Nutcracker, removing much of the mystique 
that arises when viewing the finished item by 
breaking it down into the individual small 
parts which, in themselves, are simple to 
complete. Tonight, following that theme, he 
intended to break down the components and 
emphasis the simplicity of the various 
elements involved in creating a Christmas 
carousel. 
The avid readers of Woodturning will, no doubt, have read the articles in the November and 
December issues on the very project which he would discuss today. In part this project is 
inspired by Colwin’s longstanding love of Christmas but more recently by a visit to Olberhau in 
Saxony, Germany. During this visit he made a short detour to Seiffen, where it is Christmas all 
year round and the Carousel is embraced with an unequalled passion. Check Seiffen out on 
the internet.  
The Christmas Carousel 
Colwin explained that whilst the completed unit appears intricate and complicated if you 
examine the individual parts you will find that each is relatively simple: 
The components parts: 
4 x Feet (made from par timber and shaped using sander) 
4 x Tea Light Holders with metal inserts (Simple small bowls turned on Lathe) 
1 x Base (A flat disc turned on Lathe) 
1 x Scene base (Another flat disc turned on Lathe) 
2 x Side Columns (short spindle work) 
1 x Central Column (More short spindle work) 
1 x Arch Head (Can be cut by hand, scroll saw or bandsaw and then sanded to finish) 
1 x Fan Boss (Turned on Lathe, involves indexed drilling) 
12 x Fan Heads (Slots cut using a Bandsaw and shape turned on Lathe) 
12 x Fan blades (made from 3mm thick strips of timber and shaped using sander) 
1 x Finial (A little button top turned on Lathe) 
I could here, try and describe the end to end process but would suggest instead that if you are 
interested in tackling this project you either refer to your copy of Woodturning or borrow a copy 
from a friend. Their descriptions and pictures are far clearer than mine. 
The whole operation will be easier if you have access to a 
Planer/Thicknesser, Bandsaw and an indexing system on your lathe. 
Easier with these yes, impossible without No. 
As a warm up to the main event Colwin took some time to introduce us to 
some alternative Skew designs which he is working with Crown to try and 
introduce to the UK market. The essential elements of these Skews are 
the way in which they are made from a single rod of steel which is hand 
forged to create the distinctive shape. (See Photo German Skew) 
Colwin proposed to demonstrate the use of the Skew in the turning of a 
chair leg. During the demo, in response to a question from the audience, 
he took time to point out an important element of the way in which his 
Skews are sharpened. Unless you own a Sorby Pro-Drive system, the 
likelihood is that you will sharpen your Skews on a wheel grinder, be that 
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a wet grind, such as a Tormek, or a more standard bench grinder. In either case the 
sharpening process will create concave faces to the tool. As the best finishes are achieved 
when bevel rubbing is employed, these long, curved faces make it difficult to achieve. To 

overcome this Colwin creates a second bevel at the very edge of 
the tool. 
Most of his Skews are sharpened to a 30degree angle and a 
secondary bevel, which only needs to be about 2mm, is added 
with either a hand-held diamond sharpener or a piece of abrasive 
on a flat surface. The important point to remember is to renew 
this secondary bevel regularly and keeping the edge sharp. 

Regular sharpening will actually reduce the number of visits you need to make to the grinder 
and extend the life of your tools. 
Starting with a length of Oak circa 3in square by 18in long, not his wood of choice for a demo, 
he would first make a pommel, the intersection between the square top, where the mortise of 
the runners would go, and the shaped leg. A line was drawn on 
one face to show where the top of the pommel would finish. 
The spindle was mounted between a Steb Drive and a Ring 
Live centre and after checking that it rotated freely the lathe 
was started and the speed gradually brought up to circa 
2000rpm. The first cut would be a straight cut, with the Skew, 
about three quarters of an inch below the marked line. 
Subsequent cuts would be made by slightly twisting the Skew’s 
presentation by rotating the top edge towards the headstock. 

This allows the bevel to be engaged and creates the curved 
pommel.   
If your objective was to turn a replacement for an existing old 
leg than you could be faced with the need to create a straight 
pommel. To do this Colwin simply changed the angle of 
presentation of the Skew by standing the chisel upright, vertical 
line along the width of the chisel, and rotating the handle 
towards the tailstock, thereby presenting the left-hand bevel of the Skew to the cut at 
90degrees.  
 
Colwin then completed the Pommel with a Curved presentation and, the safety break being 
formed, roughed the spindle down to the round. Before using the Roughing Gouge, he 
lowered the tool rest.  
Colwin explained that with most gouge work you can get away with keeping the toolrest at a 
relatively low level but with Skew work you need to raise the toolrest as high as possible up to 
a max of say 6mm above the centre line 
If the toolrest is left low when you present the Skew, there is a greater risk of a catch. The 
reason for this is that the point of contact will be higher up the face of the Skew with a real risk 
of the tool being twisted as the point of contact has there is minimal support behind the Skew. 
This effect was very well demonstrated.          
With the toolrest raised the Skew can be presented to the work at a shallower angle. Initial 
contact should be with the bevel, not the edge, and the angle of presentation gradually 
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increased until contact with the edge is achieved and small streams of dust can be seen on 
the lower point. This will produce a cleaner and surface with less chance of a catch.  
On presentation of the Skew, the first thing you will hear is the chatter as the bevel rubs 
against the cylinder. Note that this chatter should remain throughout the process to show that 
bevel contact is being maintained. 
Most of the rough shaping of the leg was achieved using a roughing gouge with the finer 
surface and crisp detail applied with the Skew and Bowl Gouge 
As you approach any feature in the design, the pommel or raised bead, the risk of a catch 
increase where the exposed edge of the Skew is running in advance of the cut. In such 
circumstances you need to move the point of contact and cut closer to the heel of the Skew, 

but being careful to maintain 
bevel rub. The most obvious 
change will when the dust trail 
off the Skew turns to a fine 
curl of timber which precedes 
the passage of the Skew. 
Careful control of the angle of 
presentation is needed to 
ensure that the risk of a catch 

is eliminated. However, this cut will allow you to get right into the bottom of a bead or V cut 
and create a crisp edge. 
 
 
Candle Stick. 
As Colwin was not going to turn all the pieces of the carousel he had time to turn a candle 
stick, 
Using a Screw Chuck and a 3/8th Bowl Gouges, the base was fitted to the lathe and the edge 
trued up and turned down to size and faced trued up.   
Using thin Parting Tool and Bowl Gouge a recess of approximately 2 – 3mm deep and 
sufficient to fit his C Jaws was roughed out. Then using a Skew, he cut a dovetail and cleaned 
up the bottom of the recess. Colwin pointed out that the Skew was a very effective negative 
rake scraper. At this point he would normally sand and finish the bottom. 
The base was removed, the Screw Chuck released, and the base remounted on the C Jaws. 
A Jacobs chuck with a 1inch Forstner bit is inserted into the Tailstock and a hole drilled in the 
top of the base, deep enough to secure the stem but not so deep as to pass right through. 
Speed for this operation between 700 & 900 rpm. 
The material for the stem is circa 2inchs so a flat area around the centre of the base is 
required. Firstly, the face is trued up with the Bowl Gouge then with a Skew the area around 
the circle is flatten but with a slight slop towards the centre. 
Two V cuts were then made, circa 3-4mm apart and just beyond the intended flat zone; these 
will be rounded to form a Bead feature. Returning to the Bowl Gouge the face is shaped to the 
desired design. In this instance a shallow Ogee. Once satisfied the face can be sanded and 
finished, taking care not to get wax in recess, before the base is 
removed. 
The spindle is mounted, between a Steb centre and a Ring Live 
centre, and the square edges rounded off. The objective here 
was to create a distance between corners sufficient for the work 
to be held in the C Jaws, circa 56mm. If the spindle was turned 
down to a full cylinder the diameter of circa 2inch (50mm) 
would be too small. At this stage you should also true up the 
tailstock end of the spindle, with a parting tool, slightly dishing 
the face. 
The Steb Centre was removed and the spindle remounted in 
the C Jaws. The Jacobs chuck and 1in Forstner bit are returned 
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to the Tailstock and a hole drilled in the end of the spindle, to hold the metal candle holder. 
Care on depth as this can restrict design options. 
The spindle is then remounted between the Steb Centre and Ring Centre, with the previously 
drilled hole acting as the centre point for the Live Centre. 

Next step is to create the tenon to fit the hole in the base. Colwin 
stated that it is possible to measure the drill bit used but you 
must be absolutely sure the drill and headstock were perfectly 
aligned, or the hole will have been drilled over size. Better, 
therefore, to measure the hole allowing a little bit for safety. Now 
using a Beading tool create a small tenon at the base. Finer 
adjustments can be made with small cuts and frequent test fitting 
to the mortise until a snug fit is achieved. Once the size has been 
established the rest of the tenon can be created, finishing off with 
a slight undercut with the Skew to ensure that the column will sit 
nicely.  
Colwin stated that he did not create the tenon in one stage as if 
he had mis-measured and created a tenon too small for the 
mortise, only a small amount of material would have been lost. 
The next stage is the shaping of the Candle Stick. This is 
achieved through a combination of tools. Start at the base and 
create the foot for the unit. Colwin created a small up-stand 

followed by a bead, a fillet, a cove, another fillet and a second bead. 
Attention then switched to the top of the unit and a tulip shape is 
created around the candle holder.  The final section was the central 
area. This he modelled on the chair leg with a small half bead followed 
by a deep half cove at the bead, and much larger half bead at the 
base and a smooth transition between the two.   
 

Xmas tree.  
The following are a series of shots showing the use of the heel of the 
Skew to create a curly edged Xmas Tree. 
A short length of Lime circa 12mm square and 100mm long is turned  

 
 
 
 
 

into an elongated bullet shape. On this a line is marked to show 
what will be the intended bottom of the trees Branches, leaving 
space below to form the trunk and base. 
A series of cuts are then made using the heel of the Skew and 
starting about 10mm up from the line. Subsequent cuts will start s 
similar distant up from the last line of curled leaves. 
All leaves create return to the base, shape truck with Bead Parting 
tool and the foot with a Spindle Gouge and then part off.  
 

Ideal decorations for your carousel. By David Stratton 
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Open Day 2017  
 

Roll call was 0700 on a dark and cool morning. The first wave of volunteers amassed 
expectantly in the car park only to look at the closed doors of the Mytchett Centre. After about 
15 minutes the cleaners opened the main door and were expecting to shut up shop and 
depart. Our treasurer quietly negotiated with the cleaners and after a minute, doors to various 
parts of the centre were opened but alas no keys to the changing room area or back car park. 
The volunteers started to set up the main demonstration room, the large hall and the exhibition 
room. By nine o’clock, plan B to get a second lathe was about to be put into operation when 
wonder of wonders, keys arrived for the remaining areas- big WIVA was dragged out of hiding 
and  audio visual was constructed by Colin and Claire. Unfortunately, no time was left to set 
out table cloths for the club table top completion. By nine forty five the judges, Les Thorne and 
Simon Hope, were able to make a start. Mean while Axminster, Oliver’s Woodturning, Paul 
Howard, Simon Hope, The Association of Wood Turners of Great Britain and Lovell’s Wear set 
up their respective stands along with the Bennett family running the ever popular raffle. A big 
thanks to all who contributed to the raffle table. Up on the stage for all to see, were Phil 
Wolsoncroft and his team of wood bearers setting up his MASSIVE wood stall. 

 
A total of over 90 pieces were 
submitted and set out into the 
5 classifications by Claire 
Goodship and Jennie, who did 
a wonderful job of organising 
the tables. Separately Mike 
Wallis, Doug Boud and Mike 
Spaven organised the 
interclub competition. 
 
Left: Simon and Les Judging 
 

 
 
Interclub Open Competition  
 
This section was well represented by Orchard Woodturners, Forest of Bere Woodturners, East 
Surrey Turners, Middlesex Wood turners, Berkshire and our very own Surrey Association of 
Woodturners. A total of 60 exceptionally high quality and varied pieces were displayed which 
made the judges choices very difficult. The winner of the Interclub gavel was Forest of Bere 
with Middlesex and Orchard in 2nd and third place. SAW was highly commended as was East 
Surrey and Berkshire. 
 

                            S.A.W.                                                    Middlesex Wood turners 
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                     Forest of Bere                                                  Orchard Woodturners 

 
                 East Surrey Turners                                        Berkshire Woodturners 

 
Club Table top competition  
 

Left: John Sherwood picking the Presidents 
Platter 

 
        Above: Novice and Beginner Spindle 

 
                       Open Spindle                                                   Open Face plate 
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Premier Faceplate 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Turners in Action 
 

We set a challenge last year with the first 
set of turning by the principle 
demonstrator wearing a very becoming 
Cat suit - Les bravely followed the trend. 
During the demonstration throughout the 
day, Les used his magnetic pencil to show 
the orientation of the flute during the 
cutting operation. His first demonstration 
was based on a box followed by a brown 
oak bowl (brown oak is oak that has been 
attacked by the beef steak fungus that 
leaves the wood deeply coloured and at 
the same time retains most of the cellular 
strength). During the afternoon Les again 
demonstrated the correct use of the skew 
and gouges for cutting spindle profiles. 
 

The Main Hall 
Our visitors like to see a variety of turners and this year, Orchard, Forest of Bere and SAW 
had club members turning a variety of items. This gives visitors a chance to learn from the 

demonstrators, discuss techniques and 
problems as well as learn how they made 
some of the display pieces.  
 

Simon Hope was demonstrating the range 
of tools he has designed to help fellow  
turners achieve a confidence in hollowing 
and thread chasing. What impressed me 
was the engineering thought that went 
into each tool as well as the quality of the 
component parts. Paul Howard was show 
casing his tools that provide a basis for 
accurate set out for routing shapes to 
spindles as well as accurately setting out 

divisions for drilling, routing etc. 
 
As always Axminster was on hand to take orders as well as discussing the merits of the 
Axminster woodturning tools and accessories.  
The AWGB stand showed some remarkable pieces that have been made by members and 
show what can be achieved with the appropriate skill and resources. The pieces on display 
will provide inspiration for all aspiring turners. 
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This was the first time for Oliver’s Woodturning ably taking over from our long stalwart John 
Davies who has now retired from the retail business. We hope they will continue to support the 
Future Open days. 
 

The Side Hall 
 

Jennie Starbuck ably assisted by Chris showed what can 
be achieved with thin turning and decorated work on plain 
timber that has no features ARS LONGA VITA BREVIS  
(art is long lived life is short) 
 

Below: Lyn Courteney of Jo Sonja with some beautiful 
examples of Iridescent paint decoration. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Throughout the day we were provided with a feast of 
woodturning. To support the mind, Dorothy Read and 
Phil Hamilton bravely manned the kitchen providing 
endless cups of tea, coffee, biscuits and buns. Their 
labours were even more valuable during the day as the 
usual supply of protein and carbohydrates failed to 
materialise. 
 

Also thanks to Claire Grant who gave up her Sunday and for standing in for Robert who was 
bed bound and to all the volunteers who help make the Open Day such a success. As the 
adage goes many hands make light work.  
By Mike Spaven 
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Surrey Association of Woodturners annual competition  
Results October 2017 

 

Beginners Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Mike  Bryant Lidded bowl walnut 1st 

Stephen  Evans Heavy bowl -routed slot decoration in rim Walnut 40 cm diameter 2nd= 

Keith  Mosley Coloured, wide-rimmed bowl  2nd= 

Keith  Mosley Off-centre round-bottomed bowl  3rd 

Mike  Bryant Lidded bowl Walnut with ash top HC 

Keith  Mosley Stoppered bottle  HC 

 

Beginners Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Keith  Mosley Box Chestnut burr 1st 

Damien  McCabe Long, thin-stemmed goblet ash 2nd 

Damien  McCabe Medieval goblet with pewter cover Ash and pewter 3rd 

Stephen  Evans Small vase Indian Bean tree HC 

Stephen  Evans Small vase Banksia nut HC 

Damien  McCabe Long stem goblet - beads top and bottom ash HC 

Keith  Mosley Bud vase sycamore HC 

Keith  Mosley Coloured hollow form sycamore HC 

 
Novice Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Philip  Hamilton Off-set bowl  1st= 

Julia Hammond Platter with pyrography 
*Winner of the Vice President’s platter 

ash 1st= 

John  Mathisen Side plate (light red wood) 2nd 

David Bright Pedestal bowl with insert coin  3rd 

Ken Coultrip Decorated bowl (crackle) ash HC 

Philip Hamilton Wave box Ash and sapele HC 

Howard Torode Natural edged box Yew and laburnum HC 

 
Novice Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Philip Hamilton Bird Horse-chestnut and ebony 1st 

Ken  Coultrip Salt and pepper pots Beech and purple heart 2nd 

Philip Hamilton Pair of candle-sticks willow 3rd 

David Bright Lady Statue  HC 

Philip Hamilton Corsage sapele HC 

 
Intermediate Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Duncan Clark Bowl Wet rhododendron root 1st 

Douglas Boud Bowl Goncola Alves 2nd 

Eddie Morgan Bowl  3rd 

Paul Raubusch Wall sculpture (in style of Andy Coates) Beech HC 

 
Intermediate Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Douglas Boud Cockney Stairs – mixed fruit Oak, beech, red grandis, 

sapele, ironbark (Australian 
Eucalyptus) 

HC 

 
Open Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Colin Rowe Bowl with 3 feet 

*winner of the President’s Platter 
Cherry 1st 

Claire Goodship Photo-frame clock Sycamore and ash 2nd 

Mike  Spaven Toy pyramid Number of woods 3rd 

Charlie  Cunningham 8” bowl Maple and padauk HC 
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Results continued: 
 
Open Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Colin Rowe Gerald the Giraffe  Walnut, oak, black wood 1st 

Mike  Spaven box Walnut and blackwood 2nd 

Colin Rowe Oval vase with inlays Black walnut ,ash, purple-
heart 

3rd 

Colin Rowe Vase with daffodils Pine and elm HC 

Phil Todd Toy worm  HC 

Phil Todd whistle  HC 

 
Premier Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning 

first 
name 

surname item wood result 

Rodney Goodship Games sphere 
 *winner of judge’s choice platter 

Oak 1st 

Rodney Goodship Brighton Bun Elm and ash 2nd 

Brian Mitchell Pedestal platter - segmented Laburnum and ebonised 
maple 

3rd 

Jim Gaines Bowl with segmented inlay Sycamore and sapele HC 

Jim Gaines Diver’s helmet  Mahogany and oak HC 

Rodney Goodship Hair-dresser’s clock    ash HC 

John  Sherwood Box for shot glasses oak HC 

Jennie Starbuck Decorated Platter beech HC 

 
Premier Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning 

first name surname item wood result 
Rodney Goodship Napkin rings Beech 1st 

Brian Mitchell Small mantle-clock Maple and ebony 2nd 

Denis Findlay Pair of candle-sticks False acacia and iroko 3rd 

Jim Gaines Little-Boy-Blue (painted)  HC 

Rodney Goodship Twist candle-sticks Sapele HC 

 
Open Individual Competition 

No.  Name Club Piece description result 
35 Chris Withall Orchard Segmented lidded bowl 1st 

32 Howard Overton Orchard Salt and Pepper Mills Wood inlay 2nd 

17 David Marsh Forest of Bere Supernova Rosewood metal 3rd 

4 John Verrall East Surrey Spinning top box wood HC 

16 Ken Briffett Forest of Bere Contoured Serpentine Box HC 

18 John Webb Forest of Bere Serpentine stemmed ash goblet HC 

19 Mike Haselden Forest of Bere Handled bowl in monkey puzzle HC 

43 Mike Spaven SAW Mazer oak/ resin inlay HC 

49 Brian Wooldridge SAW Segmented Bowl HC 

60 Chris Cox Berkshire Twisted walking pole HC 

 
Open Table-top Competition for the ‘President’s Gavel’ Trophy 
Forest of Bere Woodturners 1st Berkshire HC 

Middlesex Woodturners 2nd East Surrey HC 

Orchard Woodturners 3rd SAW HC 

HCs in alphabetical order. The judges were very please by the standards achieved by all clubs. This is the first time 
every club has received a rosette. 
 

Thanks to everyone who took part and congratulations if you managed to win a 1st, 2nd or 3rd place or 

were awarded a ‘Highly Commended’. 

We will be giving out the trophies and certificates at the AGM and hope that you will be 

present to receive them. 
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Workshop Day November 

Another good day, after a bit of a scary start when the centre manager had trouble unlocking 
the doors, but finally we got in. Our tutors for the day were David Stratton, Richard Davies, 
Colin Rowe, Mike Spaven and me (Colin Spain).  

Students for the day were Max Bennett, Mike Bennett, Anna-Marie Bennett, John Creasey, 
Paul Sternberg, Mike Bonnici, David Bright, Stephen Evans, Philip Hamilton, and John 
Trillwood. 

A couple of comments from the students. 
 

Hi Colin, 
Many thanks to you and your fellow tutors for organising and running the workshop day. 
I found that it totally satisfied my requirements as a "rusty" turner. 
In addition to the work done in our pairs, the opportunity to look at the issues and solutions 
being addressed in the other groups was most useful. 
Thanks again for the support 
 

Mike Bonnici 
 

Dear Colin. 
Good to see you on Sunday, to enjoy a pleasant day in the company of tutors and students at 
the SAW Workshop Day. 
Having no experience of Hollowing, I was delighted to spend time on the Club’s Wivamac 
lathe with Colin Rowe (tutor) who clearly explained the use of the available Hollowing tools 
which Steven and I then had the opportunity to use. The information I gathered will help me in 
my decision as to which tools to buy in the short term, and which I might aspire to in the future. 
I also discussed a problem I have in the generation of a half cove which ends in a bead with 
Colin and David Stratton and am now ready to do some serious practice of their ideas before 
committing to the prepared blank. 
Thanks to you for organising the event, to the tutors for their time and help in guiding us 
through problem areas and to the other students for the fun we had together. 
 

Regards, Phil Hamilton. 

Many thanks to those that took 
part on the day, the next one 
will be in February next year, 
so if you are an active turner 
and want help with techniques 
or tools then please come 
along and give it a try. A good 
value day for £12. 
 
 

By Colin Spain 
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